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Item #: C2000

Item #: D1550

Each - $24.79 Case of 12 - $286.90

Each - $ 68.53

MIRROR GLAZE® DETAILING CLAY - (MILD, 200g)
Detailing Clay quickly and safely removes bonded
surface contaminants such as overspray, industrial
fallout, fresh water sport, tar, rail dust and tree
sap mist. Equally effective on paint, glass, metal
and plastic.

LAST TOUCH™ SPRAY DETAILER – 5 Gallon

Meguiar's® Last Touch Spray Detailer produces
incredible depth, shine and gloss. This spray-on,
wipe-off product has a unique blend of polymeric
lubricating agents that gently removes dust,
fingerprints, smudges and other contaminants,
leaving a flawless, showroom shine.

Item #: D10101

Item #: D17001

Each - $11.34 Case of 4 - $43.74

Each - $33.11 Case of 4 - $127.71

ALL PURPOSE CLEANER – 1 Gallon
Meguiar's® All Purpose Cleaner is ideal for
reconditioning all interior surfaces. The superior
foaming action gently lifts the dirt away while its
unique blend of fabric softeners and optical
brighteners enhance the look and feel of carpet,
upholstery, vinyl and even leather.

HYPER DRESSING™– 1 Gallon
Meguiar's® Hyper-Dressing dilutes up to four to
one, varying the gloss from high to satin. One
product, multiple uses...a winning combination for
every professional and an industry first.

Item #: D10219

Item #: D18001

Each - $4.30 Case of 12 - $49.73

Each - $25.56 Case of 4 - $98.60

CARPET & UPHOLSTERY CLEANER
Meguiar’s® Carpet & Upholstery Cleaner is
designed for high-volume detail operations, in
order to speed up the cleaning and drying process
on fabric surfaces. The upside-down spray
application of foam provides an excellent angle
and more control to apply product just where you
want it.

LEATHER CLEANER & CONDITIONER – 1 Gallon

Item #: D110542
Each - $2.32 Case of 12 - $26.89
CHEMICAL RESISTANT SPRAYER
Resistant to aggressive solvents and chemicals
which typically shorten the life of a standard
sprayer.

Meguiar's® Hyper-Dressing dilutes up to four to one,
varying the gloss from high to satin. One product,
multiple uses...a winning combination for every
professional and an industry first.

Item #: D30001
Each - $71.33 Case of 4 - $275.08
DA MICROFIBER CORRECTION COMPOUND – 1 Gallon

Super-micro abrasive technology quickly
removes moderate defects with a high gloss No
mess, no sling, low dusting for superior clean up
Specifically formulated for use with Meguiar's DA
Microfiber Cutting or Xtra Cut Discs

Item #: D11101

Item #: D30032

Each - $17.18 Case of 4 - $66.26

Each - $27.96 Case of 6 - $161.76

Shampoo Plus – 1 Gallon
Meguiar's® Shampoo Plus lubricating formula and
luxurious foam team up to gently clean and
condition even the most delicate clear coat
surface without scratching. Its biodegradable
conditioning formula deepens gloss, boosts shine
and leaves a highly reflective, slick surface, making
it the perfect choice for the ultimate car wash.

DA MICROFIBER CORRECTION COMPOUND – 32oz

Super-micro abrasive technology quickly
removes moderate defects with a high gloss No
mess, no sling, low dusting for superior clean up
Specifically formulated for use with Meguiar's DA
Microfiber Cutting or Xtra Cut Discs

Item #: D30132

Item #: DMF5

Each - $12.82 Case of 6 - $74.20

Each - $16.97 Case of 6 - $98.17

DA MICROFIBER FINISHING WAX – 32oz

DA MICROFIBER FINISHING PAD (5" Pad, 2 Pk

Rich blend of polymers, silicones & carnauba for
high gloss protection Specially formulated to
optimize surface after applying DA Microfiber
Correction Compound Specifically formulated for
use with a Meguiar's DA Microfiber Finishing

Engineered foam interface for optimal cutting
efficiency, and controlled conformability
Optimized for use with DA Microfiber Finishing
Wax-D301 For use with Meguiar's W67DA
Backing Plate Contains two 5" Microfiber
Finishing Discs
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Item #: D9916

Item #: DMF5B

Each - $2.46 Case of 12 - $28.51

12 Pad Bulk Pk - $88.34

SECONDARY BOTTLE: GENERIC DISPENSER - SQUEEZE

DA MICROFIBER FINISHING PAD (5" Pad)

Self-cleaning pop top Clear cap for quick product

Engineered foam interface for optimal cutting
efficiency, and controlled conformability
Optimized for use with DA Microfiber Finishing
Wax-D301 For use with Meguiar's W67DA
Backing Plate Contains two 5" Microfiber
Finishing Discs

Item #: DBP5

Item #: DMX5

Each - $17.57 Case of 6 - $101.66

Each - $17.50 Case of 6 - $101.25

SOFT BUFF™ DA BACKING PLATE

A MICROFIBER XTRA CUTTING PAD (5" Pad, 2 Pk)

Meguiar's new innovative low profile Soft Buff DA
Foam Polishing 5" pads are optimized for
advanced polishing results from increased pad
and DA polisher efficiency. Improved foam
technology eliminates minor surface defects while
restoring gloss with no swirls.

For moderate to severe defect removal Best for
flat services Optimized for use with Meguiar’s®
D300 For use with Meguiar's W67DA backing
plate on a DA Polisher 2 discs per pack (5")

Item #: DFP5

Item #: G10464

Each - $7.70 Case of 6 - $44.55

Each - $4.06 Case of 6 - $25.27

SOFT BUFF™ DA FOAM POLISHING DISC 5"

DEEP CRYSTAL® CAR WASH - 64oz

Meguiar's new innovative low profile Soft Buff
DA Foam Polishing 5" & 6" pads are optimized
for advanced polishing results from increased
pad and DA polisher efficiency. Improved foam
technology eliminates minor surface defects
while restoring gloss with no swirls

Deep Crystal® Car Wash contains special
ingredients that extend the life of the suds. Dirt
and grime are quickly loosened and removed
while wax protection is preserved. For
unparalleled performance, use with Meguiar’s®
Microfiber Wash Mitt.

Item #: DMC5

Item #: G12024

Each - $16.97 Case of 6 - $98.17

Each - $5.67 Case of 6 - $32.81

DA MICROFIBER CUTTING PAD (5"Pad, 2 Pk)

HOT SHINE™ TIRE SPRAY & COATING - SPRAY - 24oz

Engineered foam interface for optimal cutting
efficiency, and controlled conformability
Optimized for use with DA Correction
Compound-D300 For use with Meguiar's W67DA
Backing Plate Contains two 5" Microfiber Cutting
Discs.

Hot Shine’s™ high gloss formula gives your tires a
"wet-look" with a dark shine. Highly waterresistant polymers combined with anti-ozonant
technology keep tires looking blacker longer,
while preventing cracking, browning, and
premature aging.

Item #: DMC5B

Item #: G12310

12 Pad Bulk Pk - $88.34

Each - $5.95 Case of 6 - $34.43

DA MICROFIBER CUTTING PAD (5"Pad)

PLASTX™ CLEAR PLASTIC CLEANER & POLISH - 10oz

Engineered foam interface for optimal cutting
efficiency, and controlled conformability
Optimized for use with DA Correction
Compound-D300 For use with Meguiar's W67DA
Backing Plate Contains two 5" Microfiber Cutting
Discs.

This easy-to-use, rich gel formula quickly restores
optical clarity to both rigid and flexible clear
plastics. Cutting-edge advancements in
Meguiar’s® exclusive Microscopic Diminishing
Abrasive™ Technology (MDAT) remove light
oxidation, chemical degradation, surface
contamination, stains and light surface scratches
with ease

Item #: G13616

Item #: G13815

Each - $5.67 Case of 6 - $32.81

Each - $5.67 Case of 6 - $32.81

QUIK INTERIOR DETAILER™ - SPRAY - 16oz

HOT SHINE™ TIRE SPRAY & COATING - AEROSOL - 15oz
Hot Shine’s™ high gloss formula gives your tires a "wetlook" with a dark shine. By combining highly waterresistant polymers with antiozonant technology, Hot
Shine keeps your tires looking blacker longer while
preventing cracking, browning and premature aging.
Available in a convenient 15 oz. aerosol spray.

The fastest way to clean all interior surfaces. Use
every time you wash or Quik Detail your paint to
give your interior that "just detailed" look. In just
5 additional minutes, your entire interior will
look sharp and smell fresh
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Item #: G14422

Item #: G15812

Each - $9.14 Case of 6 - $52.89

Each - $7.49 Case of 6 - $43.34

Ultimate Quick Detailer, 22oz

The most advanced high bead and deep gloss
spray detailer! Meguiar’s®, the company that
brought car enthusiasts the world’s first spray
detailer, now introduces a revolutionary mist
and wipe product that works like a spray detailer
and enhances wax protection.

ULTIMATE BLACK - 12oz
Makes trim & plastic look like new, with extended
durability that lasts for weeks! Restore new life to all
exterior plastic, vinyl & rubber trim such as bumpers,
moldings, door handles, rearview mirror housings &
windshield cowlings. Utilizing breakthrough UV clearcoat technology, Meguiar's® Ultimate Black
significantly outlasts conventional protectants & trimcare products.

Item #: G17516

Item #: G17748

Each - $8.92 Case of 6 - $51.60

Each - $8.76 Case of 6 - $50.71

ULTIMATE QUIK WAX® - SPRAY - 15oz

ULTIMATE WASH & WAX - 48oz
Ultimate Wash & Wax is the perfect way to clean and
shine your car's finish in-between regular waxing,
boosting your protection, glossiness and shine!
Meguiar's® Ultimate Wash & Wax is compatible with
all Meguiar's® washes and waxes.

Meguiar's® Ultimate Quik Wax is the fastest way
to a dazzling, show-car shine! Featuring
Meguiar's Hydrophobic Polymer Technology™, it
makes paint come alive with a deep, wet-look
shine you would only expect from liquid or paste
waxes. Our new technology leaves no white
residue on plastic and trim, and it can even be
applied in direct sunlight! Simply mist on and
wipe off.

Item #: G17914

Item #: G3200

Each - $7.43 Case of 6 - $43.01

Each - $22.61 Case of 4 - $93.91

GOLD CLASS™ RICH LEATHER CLEANER &
CONDITIONER - 14oz

Want to condition your leather surfaces but
don't want to deal with the white residue that
traditional leather lotions leave behind? This
premium formula provides a simple, but highly
effective one step solution that cleans,
conditions and protects leather without leaving
behind any white residue or artificial gloss.

BRILLIANT SOLUTIONS NEW CAR KIT
Meguiar's® eliminates the guesswork by providing
everything you need to keep your car looking new,
except the bucket & water! Includes:
Wash – Our very best! Meguiar's® Ultimate Wash &
Wax, ultra plush microfiber wash mitt & Water
Magnet™ microfiber drying towel
Wax – Meguiar's® most advanced wax, Ultimate Liquid
Wax with a soft foam applicator & Supreme Shine™
Microfiber Towel
Tires – For long-lasting protection & shine, Endurance®
Tire Gel & applicator.

Item #: G3700

Item #: G7516

Each - $12.60 Case of 6 - $72.90

Each - $7.92 Case of 6 - $45.85

HEADLIGHT LENS CORRECTION KIT

GOLD CLASS™ ENDURANCE TIRE GEL - 16oz
Endurance® continues to be a favorite among
enthusiasts looking for extra long lasting performance
with a great look. Our unique formulations stop tires
from turning brown and eliminate the mess of
overspray, drips, streaks, and spotted driveways.

Restore clouded headlights to crystal clear, with
no tools needed! Fine finishing pads remove
oxidation. PlastX makes clear plastic clear again.
Headlight Protectant makes your results last
longer. Quality microfiber towel for quick hand
polishing included.

Item #: M0664

Item #: M13501

Each - $25.79 Case of 6 - $149.20

Each - $ 26.39 Case of 4 - $ 101.82

MIRROR GLAZE® CLEANER WAX - LIQUID - 64oz

Mirror Glaze Synthetic Spray Detailer - 1 Gal Ideal for
maintaining that just waxed look FEATURES: •
Hydrophobic Polymer Technology™ mists on and
wipes off to instantly restore a deep, rich and
protective finish • Enhances wax protection between
washes and waxes • Ideal for weekly maintenance.





cleaner/wax's one-step application
cleans, polishes and protects
apply by hand or machine to remove light
oxidation and create a long lasting, high
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Item #: MGAPRON

Item #: MGCART

Each - $17.99

Each - $150.63

MIRROR GLAZE® BODY SHOP APRON (2 Pockets, 34"L)

PROFESSIONAL DETAILING CART (3 Shelf)
Ideal for Durable engineered thermoplastic resin
shelves with aluminum reinforced top. Resistant to
acids, solvents & petroleum based products. Nonmarring to automotive finishes - 4" rubber, silent roll,
full swivel, ball bearing casters. Tandem caster brakes
preventing roll-away. Weight capacity 400 lbs.

A very important part of buffing your car is
having your bottles and brushes handy. This
apron makes that possible. It has 2 pockets large
enough for 32 oz. squirt bottles or brushes. It
keeps your under cloths clean so that you stay as
clean as possible while you buff your car.

Item #: MHRKIT

Item #: MT300

Each - $140.00

Each - $246.90

HEADLIGHT REPAIR KIT

PROFESSIONAL DUAL ACTION POLISHER
Born out of the desire to give professional detailers
and body shops the very best solutions to deliver
flawless results time after time is Meguiar's MT300
Dual Action Polisher. Designed by professionals, for
professionals, the MT300 delivers features that pros
demand

Meguiar's Mirror Glaze Professional line provides
all of the products necessary to restore and
maintain the like-new look of your daily driver,
muscle car, show car or truck. Your vehicle is
sure to become a head turner when you use
Meguiar's Mirror Glaze line of professional car
care products.

Item #: X2000

Item #: X2020

Each - $7.17 Case of 6 - $43.01

Each - $5.52 Case of 12 - $66.19

WATER MAGNET® MICROFIBER DRYING TOWEL (22" x 30")

SUPREME SHINE® MICROFIBER TOWEL (16" x 24", 3pk)

Meguiar’s® ultra plush Water Magnet® reduces
drying time with less wring-outs by absorbing up
to two times the water of traditional terry
towels. The extra large 22" x 30" waffle texture
wrings out easily and leaves a spot-free finish.

Meguiar’s® Supreme Shine® is an incredibly plush
microfiber towel for producing swirl free, mirror-like
results. The thick, deep dual-sided microfiber pile
absorbs two times more than traditional terry towels
providing faster wipe off with less strokes.

Item #: X3002

Item #: X3003

Each - $4.16 Case of 6 - $24.06

Each - $8.88 Case of 12 - $102.71

MICROFIBER WASH MITT

GRIT GUARD
Significantly reduces potential swirls & scratches
Radial agitation grid removes dirt & debris from mitt
Four-quadrant base prevents mitt contamination &
prolongs life of car-wash solution Place at the bottom
of most 3½- to 5-gallon buckets.

Super-soft, deep pile and totally lint-free.
Can be washed and re-used several times
Clear coat safe microfiber lifts and traps dirt and
grime for a brilliant, swirl-free finish.

Item #: X3070
Each - $1.58

Case of 6 - $9.15

SOFT FOAM APPLICATOR PAD - 2pk

Meguiar’s Soft Foam applicator pad uses a tight
cell, ultra soft foam for smooth application on all
surfaces including leather, vinyl, and rubber.

